Before I write this, I want to specify that there is no argument over Trump being a victim. Being in the position he is, and also being President of the United States. One cannot say that Trump is a dummy, or unaware of the jewish agenda. He In fact, has showed that he is very aware of this.

Therefore, even if some gullible people say that what he did was a mistake, it's still irrelevant on where this eventually leads. Furthering Israel's Interests. The only upside is that this is also exposing them to the world.

It doesn't really matter if Trump was cornered, forced in by the deep state, or if he had some leverage and was blackmailed. There are people who falsely and stupidly assume that Trump is some sort of 'anti-Semite' and they try to, you know, wash him out of his past and anything he has done for the jewish race. This just cannot be done.

I don't get it from where people started assuming that Trump was against jewish interests. When all of his life consisted of serving them. How is that even possible is a very strange event. And probably the jews have done magick for things like that.

While Trump was admittedly a patriot (in what he showed) etc. What does Patriotism in America mean nowadays? Protecting Israel. People took the bait of hope with Trump, and flushed down the toilet everything that they already know.

Did Trump damage their system? Yes. Did Trump open without wanting to do so, holes in the jewish system? By all means, yes. Did Trump push the White Genocide narrative in the public? Yes. Were the jews even at some point gassing light to assassinate Trump? Yes. Did jews attack Trump relentlessly? Yes. All of these are YES, but none of these have to do specifically with Trump.

It's just how the masses behave at this point, and Trump had to express these things to get elected. Trump caused collateral damage to the system, but that doesn't mean it was purposeful. This was just malfunctioning of the jewish plans, and that's all. To pin these as doings of "Trump" is more of a habit of assuming too much.

Now there are a few things to look into this. But by coincidence, they all lead to the same outcome. Which I will explain shortly...
1. "Trump was a good guy, was cornered by the system. [Trump was a victim]." This view supports that Trump was actually a victim. And not a New York, high IQ business man, billionaire, that became president of the USA, was a poor, Gentile, even "White" Victim. Wow, what a story? It could make a NS funny film in the future...

This takes Trump as being stupid, and under-educated over who runs the USA on the deeper level. Maybe he knew, maybe he didn't. As he got elected, he briefly tried to push for his promises, and then, he was cornered and blackmailed by the jewish system, which has been trying for closely two years now to ruin him anyway.

After pushing him and with coercion, instead of attacking him from the outside, they assimilated him in the inside (from his advisors), or lead him to moves that would lead to his popularity suicide. Because well, they don't give one shit about him at all, and they want him to politically die, same as the halfing ideas he accidentally (or not so much accidentally) represented.

However, Trump is PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. He is not dumb, he is not powerless. Now, for those even more suspecting and hope-drunk, Trump was just set by people in his close circle, advisors, or even the FBI. This is plausible, but still, how can he be that stupid as to assume things such as that Assad one day woke up, and threw deadly chemicals to his own people, whom he tried to rescue? The story of Trump being misguided, or even the other stories of how he was 'concerned', 'coerced' or 'blackmailed', to make him seem like a victim, are not plausible at all.

If he was a decent person however, he would pick death over dishonor, and he would choose to go down as a hero president, rather than an Israeli dumb giant slave. Even if he was threatened of assassination, or anything like that, from the deep state.

Chances are Trump will not even recognize, or be willing to see the jewish enemy. He is unaware of the jewish problem to an extent, and thinks of the jews as a group with 'good and evil' people. This theory suggests that Trump is an actual person, not a mere puppet. But what do you think, even if Trump was a gentile as many naive people believe, and even if he had decency of character, would he throw his beloved daughter and all his jewish history under the bus?

Notice how the Juden-press is actually now praising him. They have severely punished him for not going 100% on the jewish plan, but his punishment would end on the condition that Trump becomes a full term, 100% slave, listening orders directly from the Elders of Zion.
The narrative many hope-sellers and shills will sell now, is that Trump was such a cutie, a butterfly, that was caught in the bad Zionist net. That he was led by others to his decisions, misinformed by those around him, and generally, that we should excuse him of a mistake he has done, or rather, listen and adhere to jewish explanations on how this strike was VERY needed, and VERY important, or a VERY INTELLIGENT move even. Sort of like, "brush it out Goyim, what happened, happened".

2. "Trump was part of the system in his entirety, it was all staged. [Trump was collaborating completely with the Jews]" This is needless to say, quite possible, if not the most possible of all possible outcomes. He wasn't plan A, but he was definitely plan B. The jews didn't want him elected and did everything they could to save their system from the collateral damage this would cause, but due to the masses thinking differently, they had to elect him in a forced manner.

Therefore, they hated him for not being the perfect slave they wanted, and they hate him in the sense that willingly or not, he was to slow down their agenda, and wake up people without him even wanting it. Normally, this would generate jewish hatred against Trump, not because of Trump, but for Trump acting as a remembrance to the jews losing social power. Still though, he would be under their control and thumb, and would gain orders from them. Concluding, nothing he does now is a surprise.

This theory would suggest that Trump was entirely a puppet, with zero to no will of his own, just acting skills.

Sort of like: "Hey Goyim, it's me, the Donald."

3. "This is neither white nor black, its grey. [Trump was the manifestation of a general disunity that had to be brought under control]"

I personally think this is the most plausible explanation. Trump is just representing some jewish elites, that basically, thought that things should happen from another perspective, maybe slower. The more radical ones wanted things to happen quickly, like with Clinton. The jews forced Trump into complete normalization, and finally, they merged the two agendas, by agreeing to manage the collateral damage together. He is after all, all surrounded by jews, and also, his own family and probably him are jewish. Trump tried to play the game on "his own" terms, and shortly understood that the jews are too rooted in the USA, and he had to obey not in 95%, but in 100%. The grey area quickly became black.

The jews demanded of him this, because they hate him, to lead him to political suicide too, and to have a finger to show to the goyim and tell them "Here, the bad Nationalist, he will nuke everyone who disagrees with him". In short, Trump
will be used, abused, and thrown under the bus, both by the jews, and by everyone else. He will be reduced to a mere puppet, even if he by accident or lack of knowledge wasn't completely a puppet before. He will find himself cornered and enslaved.

If he attempts things like what Kennedy did, only by luck he is going to save his head. Kennedy fell into the same trap, only, Kennedy remained pure, and this is why he ended up with a bullet in the head. Kennedy is however, an American hero right now.

What he was or his motivations in the end will be irrelevant: the jews will put him in the front of marching war, and he will sign his political suicide to the jews, who will be very pleased and they will attempt to pilot this whole situation to their benefit, while covering all their shit up. And try to nevertheless, with casualties that they can control (sort of like the backlashes that happen from forced immigration in Europe) the jews will push forward against all will of the masses. Completely dropping masks.

Sort of like: "Goyim, it was us all along. Even if someone tries to go against us, we will devour him. If you fight back, you will DIE."

At a spiritual analysis...

Trump is just between two pull and push spiritual forces (All of which we know who these are). And he will do no good to either. So, there is competition now to seize him completely.

And nobody should care one inch, but for us to continue doing what we are doing. Trump and many Trumps will come and go, what remains is the spiritual battleground upon which there needs to be one ultimate conqueror. And through the influence of Satan rising, future trumps, good or not, planned operations of jews or not, will not matter.

Our rituals are what can turn advantages to disadvantages, and help in the competition so that we get fruitful results out of this whole thing.

Consequently, it's a waste of hope and time for people who are awake, to expect much, or give much of attention to such incidents. We just have to be aware, for our own way's sake...
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